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 Abstract – In this paper, the optimal control problem to 
achieve lunar module soft landing with least fuel consumption is 
considered. The precise three dimensional dynamics is employed 
to describe the motion of the lunar module.  By introducing two 
new state equations, a closed loop optimal control law is designed 
with a parameter matrix K to be determined which is the solution 
of a riccati like differential equation. We present a practical 
method to calculate the matrix K, such that it is avoided to solve 
the complex riccati like differential equation. Simulation results 
show the efficiency of the proposed method. 
 Index Terms – Feedback control, Lunar module, Soft landing 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
 With the development of modern science and technology, 
many countries begin to explore the moon, the nearest 
celestial body to the earth. Satellites and probes have been sent 
out to the moon for investigations. Various research projects 
are ongoing. Among those missions, landing the lunar rover or 
astronauts safely on the moon surface is the most challenging 
one for space scientists.  
It is well known that there is no atmosphere around the 
moon to be used by the lunar module for deceleration, hence 
lunar soft landing can not be performed in the same way as 
landing on the earth or mars. The only way to realize soft 
landing is to use the reverse force thruster which will 
subsequently consume much of the fuel that the lunar module 
is carrying. Clearly, if the fuel consumption can be reduced, 
then more payloads can be equipped. Thus, the optimal control 
strategy that guarantees the soft landing with least fuel 
consumption is highly in demand. Consequently, there are 
now many papers devoted to this area in the literature[1-6]. 
Meditch discussed the problem of vertical lunar soft landing, 
where he pointed out that when the thruster works at its 
maximum force, the mission is equivalent to a time optimal 
control problem and hence can be solved by existing 
theory[7]. Xi presented an optimal control law obtained by 
utilizing Pontryagin Maximum Principle for the soft landing 
of a lunar module. Here, it is assumed that some of the control 
variables are not bounded[8]. Wang proposed a suboptimal 
guidance law for lunar soft landing with the assumption of a 
uniform gravity field on the moon surface. The guidance law 
is a function of time-to-go[9]. Liu designed an optimal control 
strategy for the soft landing of a lunar module with a pre-
selected terminal time by using the control parameterization 
and a time scaling transform[10]. Among those published 
research articles, the dynamical system considered in most of 
these articles is a two dimensional dynamics. The descent 
trajectory of the lunar module is assumed to remain in a 
vertical plane without consideration of the lateral movement. 
Neither the influence of the moon rotation is taken into 
account. To be realistic, a three dimensional dynamics taking 
into consideration of moon rotation is thus employed to 
describe the motion of the lunar module in this paper[11]. 
Most existed research works treat the mission of lunar 
soft landing as an open loop optimal control problem, and 
hence open loop optimal or suboptimal control laws are 
designed to realize the soft landing. In this paper, by 
transformation of the precise three dimensional dynamics, we 
propose a closed loop optimal control law for lunar module 
soft landing. A practical computational method is also 
presented to solve the parameter matrix K, which is the 
solution of a riccati like differential equation. Such that, 
calculation of the complex riccati like differential equation is 
avoided. 
II.  PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Lunar module soft landing starts from the parking orbit of 
the moon, after Hohmann transfer the module enters an 
elliptical orbit with the aposelene and perilune, which are, 
respectively, 110km and 15km distance from the moon 
surface. The reverse force thruster begins to work from the 
perilune to decelerate the initial velocity of the module. With 
the cooperation of the attitude control thrusters, the module is 
guided to reach the landing target with a small and safe finial 
velocity. In this paper, we study the closed loop optimal 
guidance scheme for ensuring the soft landing of the lunar 
module from the perilune to the moon surface. 
The motion of the lunar module soft landing can be 
described by a set of three dimensional coordinates (Fig.1). 
Suppose oxyz  and LLL zyox  are, respectively, the Lunar 
Central Inertial Coordinate and Lunar Fixed Coordinate with 
the moon equator as the reference plane. 111 zyAx  is orbit 
coordinate, A  is the position of the lunar module. All the 
three coordinates are right handed systems. α  and β  
represent rotation angles between oxyz  and 111 zyAx . The 
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direction of the thrust force P  in the coordinate 111 zyAx  can 
be described by ϑ  andψ . γ  is the rotation angle between 
oxyz  and LLL zyox . Without lose of generality, we assume 
that oxyz  and LLL zyox  coincide with each other at the 
beginning of soft landing. Based on Newton’s second law, 
system dynamic equations can be derived [11] to give 
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Lx , Ly , Lz and xLV , yLV , zLV  are the positions and velocities in 
the Lunar Fixed Coordinate. m  is the mass of the lunar 
module. Q  and rV represent the fuel consumption rate and the 
specific impulse of the thruster. xLg , yLg  and zLg  denote the 
components of lunar gravity in LLL zyox . Lω  is the angular 
velocity of the moon rotation. 
By introducing two new state equations 
 v=ϑ  (2) 
 w=ψ  (3) 
and letting 
 
Fig. 1 Coordinate systems 
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The original system dynamics (1) can be rewritten in the form 
of an affine nonlinear system given below. 
 )())(())(()( tttt uxBxfx +=  (4) 
where 
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The control vector u  is bounded satisfying: 
 0,)( maxmin ≥∀≤≤ tt uuu  (7) 
The initial conditions of the soft landing are determined by the 
states of the lunar module at perilune with initial time 00 =t . 
The terminal conditions are specified by the requirements of 
the soft landing, i.e., when the lunar module reaches the target, 
its velocity should approach to zero while the terminal time ft  
is free. So the initial and terminal conditions can be expressed 
as: 
 TzLyLxLLLL mVVVzyxt ],,,,,,,,[)( 0000000000 ψϑ=x  (8) 
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respectively, where ( Lrx , Lry , Lrz ) represents the position of 
the landing target in the Lunar Fixed Coordinate. Our aim is to 
design a close loop optimal control law such that the lunar 
module achieves the task of soft landing with the least fuel 
consumption as well as the minimum flying time. The cost 
function can be formulated as follow 
 fft tmmJ +−= 0  (10) 
We may now formally state our optimal control problem 
as follows. 
Problem (P): Given system (4), find a closed loop 
optimal control vector u  such that the cost function (10) is 
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minimized subject to the control constraint (7), the initial 
condition (8) and the terminal condition (9). 
III.  CLOSED LOOP OPTIMAL CONTROL 
 To design the closed loop optimal control law, we assume 
that the following condition is satisfied throughout. 
Assumption (A1): 0))(( ≠txf  for all ],0[ Tt ∈ . 
It can be seen easily from (5) that A1 is always satisfied 
in our problem. 
Theorem 1[12]: For the system (4) and the cost function 
 ∫ +−−+Φ=
T
TT dtTJ
0
0 )()())(()( RuucxQcxxu  (11) 
where nR∈x , rR∈u , Q  and R  are respectively symmetric 
positive semi-definite and symmetric positive matrices with 
appropriate dimensions, c is a constant vector. 
The closed loop optimal controller ∗u which could 
minimise the cost function (11) can be expressed as  
 )()()]([
2
1 1 ∗∗−∗ = xfKxBRu tT  (12) 
∗x is the optimal states under ∗u . )(tK  is the solution of the 
following  riccati like differential equation 
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∗u satisfies the necessary conditions for optimality. 
As B and f are functions of system states that are already 
known, so to realize the optimal control we only need to 
calculate the parameter matrix K. It is noticed that K is related 
with ∗x . This give rise to a complex two-point boundary value 
problem(TPBVP). When the system level is high, it is a very 
time consuming task. 
In the next section, with the help of optimal control 
software MISER3.3[13], we present a practical method to 
calculate K without solving this TPBVP directly. 
IV.  A PRACTICAL COMPUTATIONAL METHOD 
 It is well known that MISER3.3 is efficient computational 
software based on the theory of control parameterization[14] 
which could solve the problems of open loop optimal control. 
Standard MISER3.3 could deal with the problem whose 
control takes the form of piecewise constant or piecewise 
linear. To satisfy the requirements of our problem, we made 
some modifications to make MISER3.3 deal with continuous 
control problems. So, by using the modified MISER3.3, we 
can obtain the open loop optimal solution of problem (P) as 
( u~ , x~ , ft ), u
~  is the open loop optimal control and x~  denotes 
the optimal states under u~ , ft  is the optimal terminal time. 
Letting 
 dtJ
ft
∫ −= 0
2)~()( uuK  (14) 
where  
 2/)~()()]~([1 xfKxBRu tT−=  (15) 
Then if uu ~→ , there must be 0)( →KJ . Now our aim is to 
find the matrix )(tK  which could minimise )(KJ , therefore 
to minimise J . 
It is noticed that )(tK  is the solution of the riccati like 
differential equation (13), which is continuously throughout 
]0[ ft . For this reason, we may use cubic splines as basis 
functions to approximate the elements of )(tK . Letting 
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where kjic ,, are real constant parameters that should be 
determined, },,2,1{, nji …∈ , }1,,2,1,0,1{ +−∈ pnk … . pn  
is the number of equality subintervals on ]0[ ft , 3+pn  is the 
total number of cubic spline basis functions used in the 
approximation for each jit ,)]([K . Here we use the cubic spline 
function )(sΩ  defined by 
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as our basis functions. 
Now the original optimal control problem is transformed 
in to an optimal parameter selection problem (Pc) as follow: 
Problem (Pc): On the time interval ]0[ ft , for equations 
(14)-(17), finding a suitable combination of parameters kjic ,, , 
which would make uu ~→  and minimise )(KJ . 
To solve problem (Pc), we could simply let 
 ∫ =∂
−∂=
∂
∂=
T
kjikji
dt
cc
J
0
,,
2
,,
0)
~()( uuKC  (18) 
which represents a linear equation system. By solving (18), we 
can obtain the optimal solution of problem (Pc). 
Examining (15), we observe that )(tK  appears with 
T)]~([ xB  multiplied from the left, so the columns of T)]~([ xB  
whose elements are all zeros do not affect )()]~([ tT KxB . 
Hence, there is no need to calculate those kjic ,,  corresponding 
to the zero columns. The computational effort is thus reduced 
considerably. 
V.  NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 
The initial conditions of the lunar module are given as: 
km371.8190 =Lx , km867.14280 =Ly , km6306.5990 =Lz , 
1115m/s0 =xLV , m/s82.8190 −=yLV , m/s1680 =zLV , 6000 =m  
kg. At the beginning time of the soft landing, rotation angle 
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°= 0)( 0tγ . Specific impulse m/s8.9300×=rV  and angular 
velocity of the moon rotation 610661699.2 −×=Lω  rad/s. The 
landing target is in Mare Imbrium on the moon surface with 
°3.38  North latitude and °35  West longitude. When the 
module reaches the moon surface, the terminal velocity with 
respect to the moon should be less than 3m/s. 
From the open loop optimal solutions obtained by 
MISER3.3, we know that the reverse force thruster works with 
its maximum thrust force all the time. Therefore we could 
simply let kg/s51.01 =u which guarantees that the thrust force 
N1500=P . So we do not need to calculate those kjic ,,  
corresponding to 1u  . By examining (5) and (15), we notice 
that the last three elements of )(xf  are zeros and )(tK  is 
multiplied with )(xf  from the right. So the last three 
columns of )(tK  could not affect )()( xfK t . Calculation for 
the corresponding kjic ,,  is also avoided. To reduce the 
computational effort, we may simply set the inactive 
components of )(tK  to zero. In our problem, we only need to 
calculate 12 elements of )(tK  corresponding to 2u  and 3u , 
i.e., jit ,)]([K , }8,7{∈i , }6,,2,1{ …∈j . 
The time history of simulation is partitioned equally into 
thirty subintervals. The open loop optimal solutions are 
obtained by MISER3.3 as ( u~ , x~ , ft ). Substituting ( u
~ , x~ , ft ) 
into (18), then the linear equations system can be solved by 
Matlab and the optimal parameters kjic ,,  are got.  Weighting 
matrix R can be chosen as )1,1,1(diag=R . The closed loop 
optimal control law (15) is then obtained which could 
guarantees the soft landing of lunar module. 
Under the closed loop optimal control, the terminal 
conditions of the module are km2911.1117)( =fL tx , 
km1753.1077)( =fL ty , km304.782)( =fL tz , 686.0)( =fxL tV  
m/s, m/s08.1)( −=fxL tV , m/s217.0)( =fxL tV . 
Simulation results are shown by Fig. 2-8. Fig. 2-4 are the 
time histories of control outputs. It can be seen that the 
thruster works with its maximum thrust force, the closed loop 
angular velocity control laws coincide with the open loop ones 
precisely. Under the closed loop optimal control, lunar module 
lands on the moon surface after 542.241s, all the velocities 
along three directions approach to zero(Fig.5-7), terminal 
velocity of the module with respect to the moon is 1.297m/s. 
The distance between the lunar module and the preselected 
landing target is 25.6m. Optimal descent trajectory is shown in 
Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 2 Thrust force P 
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Fig. 3 Angular velocity control v 
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Fig. 4 Angular velocity control w 
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Fig. 5 Velocity along x axis 
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Fig. 6 Velocity along y axis 
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Fig. 7 Velocity along z axis 
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Fig. 8 Optimal descent trajectory 
 
VI.  CONCLUSIONS 
For the optimal control problem of lunar module soft 
landing, based on the precise three dimensional dynamics, a 
closed loop optimal control law is presented. To realize the 
optimal control law, we propose a practical method to 
calculate the parameter matrix K, and it is avoided to solve the 
complex riccati like differential equations. Computational 
effort is reduced substantially. Performance of the proposed 
method is verified by simulations. 
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